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INTRODUCTION 
Let L be a complex finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra, and let 
A = @Iii), I < i, j < I, be the Cartan matrix of the corresponding root system 
relative to a base. It is known as Serre’s theorem [ 1, p. 98] that L is the Lie 
algebra generated by 31 elements {!i, xi, yi / I Q i < i] subject to the relations 
(SB) [hi, /zj] = 0 for all i, j, 
(52) [Xi> YJ = hj for all i, 
Ixi, Yj] = O if if j, 
(S3) [hi, Xj] A,Xj, [hi, yj] = -A, yj for all i, j: 
(SG) (ad xJ’-Aij(xj) = 0 for all i f j, 
(S,) (ad yi)l-Aij(yj) = 0 for all i # j. 
Let C be a simply connected semisimple algebraic group over an 
algebraically closed field, and let A = (A ii), 1 < i, j < I, be the Cartan matrix 
of the corresponding root system relative to a base. We wiil prsve that the 
ra by(G) is the algebra generated by eiements 
{HI”‘, Xjnjg Yi”’ / 1 < i < 1, IZ = 0, I,...} subject to the relations 
(SO) #Q’ = XjO’ = yj0) = 1 for all i, 
(S 1) H&) N,(u) = H# + u + tu) for all t, 
w,(t) Hj(U) = Hj(U) Hi(t) for all i, j, 
(S2) Xi@) X,(u) = Xi@ + u), r,(t) Y&f = Y,(t + u) for all i, 
xi(t) Y&L) = Yi (&) Ni(tu)Xt (& for ali i5 
xi(t) ny;.(u) = Yj(U) x,(t) if i # j, 
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(S3) H,(t) Xj(u) H,(t)-’ = Xj((l + t)%), 
Hi(t) Yj(u) H,(t)-’ = Y,((l + t)-Aijz4) for all i, j, 
(Si) ad(X~“))(Xjm)) = c (-l)qXf’)Xjm)Xjq) = 0 
p+q=n 
ifn>-mAij for i $ j, 
(S,) ad(Yi”‘)(Y,(m)) = c (-l)qY@)Yj~)Yjq) = 0 
ptq=n 
ifn>-mAij for if j, 
where we put 
Hi(t) = -f PHI”‘, xi(t) = -f tnxjy Y,(t) = f tnyjn) 
fl=O Fl=O n=O 
in hy(G)[ t]]. The relations (Sl)--(S3) areidentities in hy(G)[ t, u]]. 
In characteristic zero,the Lie algebra L = Lie(G) is semisimple having the 
same root system as G, and by(G) is the universal enveloping algebra U(L). 
In this case, our presentation f llows from Serre’s through the following 
identification: 
l.Z...fi ’ 
xjn) - (xJn, 
n! 
yy) - (YJ” . 
n. ! 
Thus our presentation is considered a generalization of Serre’s theorem to 
any characteristic. 
The purpose of this paper is to present the hyperalgebra by(G) of a 
reductive algebraic group G over an algebraically c osed field in terms of 
generators and relations. The above presentation s a special case. In a 
previous paper [8], we introduced some universal hyperalgebra %(A) relative 
to the Cartan matrix A of G, and showed there is a natural hyperalgebra 
map 4: P(A) + by(G). To present the hyperalgebra y(G), the hyperalgebra 
P(A) is too big. There is a Hopf ideal b which is determined by the matrix A 
and contained inthe kernel of 4. The quotient hyperalgebra f?(A) = Z!(A)/b 
and by(T) (T a maximal torus of G) generate by(G), and we can determine 
the defining relations. Since these relations aredetermined by the root datum 
of G, it follows that wo reductive algebraic groups having isomorphic root 
data have isomorphic hyperalgebras. (This is a consequence of[8].) 
This paper is a continuation of [8]. We presuppose familiarity with the 
first three sections. What we need from the hyperalgebra theory [6, 71 is 
larger than in [S]. It is summarized in Section 1.We work over a fixed 
algebraically c osed field k. G, and 6, denote the one-dimensional additive 
and multiplicative algebraic groups, respectively. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES ON HYPERALGEBRAS 
In addition tothe properties summarized in [8, Section 2]? we require the 
following properties of hyperalgebras. 
enote the augmentation ideal of a Hopf algebra by Ht. Let N be a 
cocommutat~ve Hopf algebra. Every Hopf ideal of H is of t 
with a iquely determined normal Hopf subalgebra M of 
p. 2551. K normal in N we mean that ad(x)(y) E K for any x E 
y E K with the adjoint action (see below). If f: N--t S’ is a 
of cocommutative I-Iopf algebras nd the kernel Ker(J) is 
called the ~~~~~e~~e~ off (7, p. 2.551 (Ker,(f) inthe notari 
p. 131). 
A Birkhoff-Witt-type hyperalgebra is lso called a smooth yperalgebra 
j6, (I.S)]. If K is a normal smooth subhyperaigebra of a hyperalgebra J, then 
the projection of hyperalgebras J+ J/X’ induces a surjection of primitive 
elements P(J) -+ P(J/JK+) (use [6, (1.8. I)(v), p.481). Every hyperalgebra in 
characteristic zero is smooth. In prime characteristic p, here is a canonical 
V,:.h J’p’ [6, (1.9.3), p. 55; 7, p. 2561, 
which corresponds tothe Frobenius map, for any hyperalgebra J. J is 
smooth if and only if V, is surjective [6,(1.9.4) and (1.9.5)]. &eta be a 
opf ideal of a smooth hyperalgebra J, nd let K be the corresponding 
normal subhyperalgebra of J.V,(a) is a Hopf ideal of J@” corresponding to 
k;(K) (=I’#)). It follows that K is smooth if and only if a@) = V,{a). 
Injectivity of homomorphisms of connected cocomm~tative coalgebras 
follows from that of the restriction on primitive elements: Let S: C 4 C’ be a 
homomorphism of coalgebras, ndassume G is irreducible with a unique 
group-like element g. f is injective f and snly if the restriction off on 
primitive elements relative to g is injective [ 5,(11 .O. 1) ]. 
Let J be a hyperalgebra. If V and W are J-modules, then V@ $?I/ isa J- 
module through the comultiplication A : J 3 J @ J. Let K be a hyperalgebra 
and a (left) J-module. K is called a J-module ~y~e~~~geb~a if ll structure 
maps on K arc J-linear [6, p. 581. If this is the ase, we can form the 
semidireci product hyperalgebra [6,(1.10.2), pi 591 .,J, which is K#J as 
an algebra and M@J as a coalgebra. J is a J-module hyperalgebra y the 
following adjoint action [6, (1.10.3), p. 59j 
with the sigma notation a d the antipode S.
Let G be an algebraic (affine) group scheme. Every rational G-module is a 
locaily finite by(G)-module 16, p. 1321. If G is simply connected, then all 
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locally finite by(G)-modules come from some rational representation of G 
[4; 7, (l.S)]. Forinstance, SL, is simply connected. For ahyperalgebra J, let 
Am(J) be the group functor fhyperalgebra automorphisms of J. A pair 
(J, p) with p: G --f Aut(J) a morphism of group functors, is called a G-module 
hyperalgebra [6, (3.4.1), p. 1191. J is then aby(G)-module hyperalgebra [6, 
(3.4.5), p. 1221. The adjoint action of by(G) comes from some rational 
representation Ad: G + Aut(hy(G)) called the adjoint representation [6, 
(3.4.13), p. 1291. 
2. THE NOTATION 
We fix the following notation: 
G a reductive algebraic group over k, 
T a maximal torus of G, 
(X, X”, @, @“) the root datum [3, p. 1891 of G relative to T, 
{a 1 ,.-*, a,]abase of CD, 
A = (A,), A = (a:, aj), 1 < i, j< Z, 
U, (a E @) the root groups of G relative to T, 
x, : G, + U, (a E CD) admissible isomorphisms, 
U* the subgroup ofG generated by U, for all positive (r sp. negative) 
roots a, 
{X’“‘}~=, (resp. {H’n’}~zO) thecanonical b se [8, (2.0.4)] forhy(G,) 
(rev. W%J)~ 
Xb,“’ (resp. Hz’) the image of XCn) (resp. H’“‘) by the hyperalgebra map 
hy(x,): hy(G,) --f by(G) (resp. hy(a”): hy(G,) + by(G)) for aE @, n > 0, 
x,(t) = 2 tnXz), H,(t) = 2 t"Hj$ in hy(G)[ [t]] 
tl=O Fl=O 
for aE Sp. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
3.1 PROPOSITION [2, p. 203; 3, p. 2071. Let a, ,8 E @, a # @. There 
exist constants c,,~,~,~ E k such that 
xa(t)Xb(U) xa(t>-l = n Xia+jb(ca,fi,i,jt'uj) 
ia+.iBe@ 
i>O,j>O 
for t, uE G, (the product taken in any preassigned order). 
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This is translated into the hyperalgebra la~guagc asfallows bythe method 
of 18, Sect. 21: 
3.2 ~~Op~S~T~O~. With the above notation, we have 
Using the adjoint action of hyperalgebras we have 
X,(t) X,(u) X,(t) ~ ’ = )J tnum ad(XFQ(Xkm,m’> (3.2.1) 
tl,m>O 
with 
ad(Xz))(Xkmm)) = C (- 1 )qX$‘XL;“?X’q’ a ’ (32.2) 
I piq=n 
3.3 PROPOSITION. We have 
ad(X~‘)(X~~‘) = 0 = ad(X?kJ(X?A,) 
fern>-mAii, l<i#j<l. 
ProoJ Let si be the reflection relative to cli. If nai + maj is a root for 
n > 0, m > 0, then si(~ai + maj) = (-n - mAij)ai f maj is also aroot, hence 
we must have .“z < - mA,. It follows from (3.2) that Xai(t)X,i(u)XJt>-” is 
in the subalgebra C t”u”hy(G) for n < -mAii. ence ad(X~~)(X~~)) = 0 for 
n > -mA, by (3.2.1). Thesame is true for (-a, Orj) instead of(CL;, Uj). 
ED. 
The rest of the section concerns SL,. Since it is simply connecte 
locally finite hy(SL,)-modules ar  rational ~~~-~~d~ies~ The by 
hy(SL,) is described in the following. Let
h: Cm-SL,,h(t)= 
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for t E G,, u E G,. We get elements H(“), XCn), Yen’, n = 0, l,..., in hy(SLJ 
as images of the canonical base for hy(G,) and hy(G,) by the hyperalgebra 
maps b(h), by(x), b(y). We put 
H(t) = c PH@), 
in W%N [tl I-
Jr(t) = c tnP’, Y(t) = 2 tnYcn) 
3.4 PROPOSITION. The hyperalgebra hy(SL,) is the algebra generated by
elements H(“) X@), Y(“), n = 0, 1 > >**.> subject tothe following set of relations: 
(1) H(t) H(u) = ff(t u + tu), H(0) = 1, 
(2) X(t) X(u) =qt f u), X(0) = 1, 
(3) Y(t) Y(u) = Y(t + u), Y(0) = 1, 
(4) H(t)X(u) H(t)-‘=X((l + t>*u>, 
(5) H(t) Y(u) H(t)-’ = Y((l + t)-*u>, 
(6) x(t) Y(U) = Y 
(ia H(tu)X (&z). 
ProoJ This follows immediately from [8, (2.2) and (3.5)] applied to 
SL, , since the pair (x, y) is normal [8, (1.4)]. Q.E.D. 
4. THE HYPERALGEBRA @'(A) 
First, we review the definition andmain properties of the hyperalgebra 
Z!(A) from 18, Section 31. 
4.1 DEFINITION [8, (3.1)]. %‘(A) is the k-algebra generated byelements 
Hi”), Xin’, Yj”), 1 < i < 1, n = 1, 2 ,..., subject tothe relations (l)-(8). In the 
following, we put 
H,(t) = f t’W;“), xi(t) = 5 t”Xy’, Yi(t) = 5 tnY!nJ 
fl=O n=0 n=o 
in %(A)[ [t]], with HI” =Xj”’ = Yj”) = 1 for 1 < i < 1. The relations (lt(8) 
are identities in %!(A)[ [t, u]]. 
(1) H,(t) Hi(u) = H,(t + u + tu) for all i, 
(2) Hi(t) Hj(U> = ffj(u> Hi(t) for all i, j, 
(3) xl(t) X,(u) = Xi(t + U) for all i, 
(4) Y,(t) Yi(U) = Yi(t + U) for all i, 
(‘1 xi(t> yj(“> = yj(“> xi(t> if if j, 
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(6) l?,(t) Xj(U) H,(t) -1 = X,(( 1+ f)A”U) for all i, j, 
(7) Hi(l) Yj(U) H,(t)-” = Yj((l + t)-%) for all i, j, 
(8) xi(t) Y,(U) = Yi (&) Hl(tu) xi (&) for all i. 
4.2 Properties of %‘(A) [8, Sect. 31. 
(a) 22(A) has a unique hyperalgebra structure such that {Hi”)},,, 
{XI(“)Jn, {Yin)], are sequences ofdivided powers, 1< i < 1. 
(b) Let P(A)+ (resp. %(A);) be the subalgebra of %‘(A) spanned by 
{Xj”‘}, (resp. (Yj”)},) for 1 < i < 2. Let P(A)* be the subalgebra of %‘(A) 
generated by%‘(A)‘, 1< i< I. Then Z’(A) * is the free product of algebras 
W(A)‘s 1 < i < I, and P(A) is generated by%‘(A)- and P(A)‘. Let %‘(A)O 
be the subalgebra ofP(A) generated by all Hi”’ (1 < i < I, re = 0, I,...). 
2?(A)* and 2!(A)” are subhyperalgebras, and the rn~lt~~~~catio~ induces an 
isomorphism ofcoalgebras 
P(A)- @ 22(A)O @I z!(A)+ ?Y(A). 
(c) Assume that he pair (x,~, x_,~) is normal [g, (1.4)j for 1 < i < k. 
There is a unique hyperalgebra map
and we have 
4.3 DEFI~--~ITI~N. Let b be the ideal of%(A) generated byad(~~n))(~~m’) 
and ad(Yj”‘)(Yj”‘) for all n> -nzAij, 1 < i # j < 1. Let 22(A) be the quotient 
algebra F(A)/b. 
4.4 PROPOSITION. (a) b is a Hopf ideal’, hence %(A) is a quotient 
hyperalgebra of Z’(A). 
(b) The hyperalgebra map $ of (4.2(c)) factors through @(A)~ We - - 
derzote by4: %(A) -+ by(G) the induced hyperalgebra map. 
(c) The projectio_n Z?‘(A) -+%(A) induces a surjection of primitive 
elements P(%(A)) + P(P(A)). 
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Proof. (a) Let A be the comultiplication of g(A). We have 
d(ad(Xin))(X,!m’) = r ad(X~q’)(X~S’) @ ad(Xi’))(Xjf)), 
q+r=n 
s+t=m 
and a similar formula for Y. If n > -mAii, then either 9 > -sA, or 
r > -tA ii. Hence b is a Hopf ideal. 
(b) Follows from (3.3). 
(c) It is enough to show that b corresponds to a smooth normal 
subhyperalgebra. We may assume the characteristic is prime p. Let V be the 
V-map of %%(A). %(A) is smooth since generated by sequences of divided 
powers. Hence it is enough to show V(b) = b@’ (see Section 1). This follows 
from the formula 
V(ad(Xp’))(Xi@m)) = ad(X{“‘)(X,!“‘), 
and a similar formula for Y. Q.E.D. 
The hyperalgebra Z??(A) has the following finiteness property with respect 
to the adjoint action. 
4.5 PROPOSITION. Let c E @(A). We have ad(Xj”‘)(c) = 0 = ad(Yj”‘)(c) 
for almost all n and i. 
ProoJ: We prove for X. The set of all c E %(A) on which ad(Xj”‘) is zero 
for almost all n, i forms a subalgebra since the adjoint action is a module 
algebra action. Since %(A) is generated by Xjrn) and Yjrn’ for all m and j 
(4.2(b)), it is enough to verify the claim for c = Xjrn) and Y!m). 
J 
Case c = X!m). We have ad(X~“))(X~m)) = 0 for N > -mA ij if i # j, and for 
J 
all II if i = j. 
Case c = Y@). We have ad(Xj”‘)( Yj”‘) = 0 for all n if i # j. Let i = j. We 
have in Z?(A)i[t, u]] 
r t”u”ad(X{“‘)(Y~m’) =X,(t) Yi(u) X,(t)-’ 
n,itl>O 
= ‘i (&) Hi(U)Xi (&pt) 
= q z>. ~qtwrt~24s * Bqr  
1 I / 
for some B,,, in @(A). It follows that ad(X~“‘)(Y~“‘) = 0 if n > 2~2. Q.E.D. 
There are several rational actions as hyperalgebra automorphisms on 
@(A) by the torus T and SL,. 
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~o~osrno~. Let g E T. There is a unique ~yp~ra~g~bra 
a~t~rnorp~~srn p(g): z!(A) + %(A) such that 
p(g)fp = Hj”), p(g)Xj”’ = ai(g p(g)Yy’ = ai(g)-“xj”’ 
for all n, i. This makes P(A) into a rational ~-rnod~le~ i.e., a right F(T)- 
~~rn~d~~~ (O(T) the afJine Hopf algebra of T). The ~y~~ralg~bra @(A) is a 
quotieent T-module. 
Proosf: The last fact follows ince the generators ad(X~“‘>(JC~m”) and 
ad(~~fl))(~~*)~ are T-stable. Therest is easy to check. X.D. 
The rational T-modules %‘(A) and @(A) are direct sums of their weight 
aces. Since the action is hyperalgebra a~tomor~h~sms, theprimitive 
elements P(%‘(A)) and P(@(A)) are T-submodules. Fora rational T-module 
V and d E X3 let a/, denote the weight space ~o~res~o~~~r~g to A. Let %:/(A lo1 
g(A)-9 w(A)* denote the images of P(A)‘, %(A)-, I’m, respectively. 
4.7 LEMMA. (a) P@(A)) = P(?7(A)-) @ P(%(A)O) @ P(&(A)+). 
(b) P(%(A))iai isone-dimensional (1 < i< l). 
(c) All weights of the T-module P(w(A)) are itltegml linear 
~~rnbi~at~~~s of a1,..., al of like sign. 
(d) The rn~lt~~i~ati~~ induces a coalgebra isomorph~sr~ 
f&4- @ 2q4)o@ 2q4)’ ---f zF(A). 
Proof. e have P(~(A))=P(~(A)~)OP(~(~)O)OPf(~)+) by 
(42(b)). Since the projection P(ZY(A)) + P(%(A 3) preserves the weight space 
decomposition, (a) and (c) follow. We have 
by (4.2(b) and (c)). S’mce the isomorphism factors through P(@(A )jiaiY (b) 
follows. The coalgebra m p of (d) is surjectice by (4.2(b)). It is injective 
since it is so on primitive el ments. E.D. 
Next we proceed to the actions bySL,. 
423 Tk130~i34. There are rational representations 
ui: SL, -+ Aut(Q4)) (i = I,..., 1) 
such that 
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(i) p(g) ai(a)p(g)-’ = oi ( (air’ 0 ) a (“‘(t)-i y ) ) 
ProoJ Let HCn), X@), Yen’, Iz = 0, l,..., be the canonical generators (3.4) 
of hy(SL,). There is a hyperalgebra map vi: hy(SL,) 3 g-(A) such that 
vi(@)) = H!“), r&P)) =Xjn), vi(Y’“‘) = Yin) for all n, for each i = l,..., 1  
The composite ad 0 vi makes @(A) into a locally finite hy(SL,)-module 
hyperalgebra by (4.5). It comes from a uniquely determined rational 
representation o : SL, --f Aut(%(A)) since SL, is simply connected. By
definition we have 
for t E G,, u E G,, whence (ii) follows. We have 
p(g) o ad(&“‘) = ad(a,( g)“$“‘) op(g) 
for g E T and II > 0. This implies (i) for a = (i : ), t E G,. Similarly, (i)is 
true for a = ( : 7 ), t E G, . Since SL, is generated by( i : ) and ( : y ) for 
t E G,, we have (i). Q.E.D. 
Let W be the Weyl group of the root datum (X,X”, @, @“). It is the 
subgroup of Aut(X) generated bysi,..., !, s where si is the reflection relative 
to ai: 
Si(A) = A - (a;, A)cQ (A E X). 
Let us identify Aut(X) with the opposite ofAut(T) in the canonical way. 
Then the reflection si corresponds to the automorphism 
4.9 LEMMA. Let coi = ai( 2, A) for i = l,..., 1  We have 
OiP(g)=P(si(g))wi (g E 0 
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ProoJ: Qut a = ( “I i). We have 
4.10 QROPO~ITION. (a) For any w E Wand/z E X, we have 
dim P(@(A)), = dim &‘(@(A ))wCtj I 
(b) Let A E X. We have 
dim P(g(A)), = 1 if ibE@, 
=o if ,A@ ) A # 0. 
ProojI (a) It is enough to prove for w = si (I < i < I). have a 
hyperalgebra automorphism oi : @(A) + @(A) which is sem ar with 
respect o si: T-t T by (4.9). Hence _ I o. induces an s.-semilinear i 
a~tomorpbism of the Lie algebra B(ZF(A)). Therefore it induces 
isomorphisms B(@(A)), + P(2?(A)),icn, for all dE X. 
then ;1= ~(a,) for some w E W and i < 1. ence. 
y (a) and (4.7(b)). Leta @ @, L f 0. may sume 
that 1, = cIcf, + ... + cluI with integers ci (otherwise, P(%(A))n = 0) There 
is some )V E W such that w(L) = d, a, + ~. ++ d,a, with di > 0, dj < 0 for 
some i, jby [ 1, Ex. 10, p. 541. Hence P(%(R)) = 0 by (a) and (4.7(c)). 
.E.D. 
We have used rational utomorphism actions on @(AA) by T and SL2. 
Similar ctions exist on by(G). T acts on it by the restriction of the adjoint 
representation 
Ad: G + Aut(hy(6)). 
This action (denoted byp’) is simply given by 
p’(g)(Xz)) = a( g)“Xz’, a E 
p’(g) =I on by(T) 
for g E T. To have actions by SL, on by(G): consider the composite 
$0 vi: hy(SLJ+ by(G) (1 < i < 1) with the notation i the Proof of (4.8). 
Since the adjoint action of by(G) is locally finite, hecomposite ad 0 $0 vi 
481/%5/l-14 
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(1 < i < I) makes by(G) into a locally finite hy(SL,)-module hyperalgebra. 
Let 0; : SL, -+ Aut(hy(G)) (1< i < 1) be the corresponding rational represen- 
tation. (In fact 01 = Ad o vi, where vi is the homomorphism SL, + G such 
that hy(yl,) = F0 vi). 
4.11 PROPOSITION. (a) The hyperalgebra map 6 @(A) + by(G) 
commutes with the T-action a d the ith SL,-action (1< i < 1). 
(b) The formulas (i) and (ii) of (4.8) are valid for p’ and of instead of
p and oi. 
(c) For any a E CD, we have a commutative diagram 
where CO; = a;( “I i ). 
ProoJ (a) $ commutes with the T-action. By definition, it commutes 
with the ith hy(?i’L,)-action (1 < i < I), hence with the corresponding SL,- 
action. 
(b) This is similar to(4.8). 
(c) We have (4.9) with wl and p’ instead ofwi and p. The claim 
follows from this in view of (a). Q.E.D. 
4.12 PROPOSITION. The hyperalgebra map6 induces isomorphisms 
%(A)* N hy(U*). 
ProoJ The maps are surjective by (4.2(c)). To prove the injectivity, it is 
enough to show the injectivity on P(@(A)*). The Lie algebra map 
$: P(%(A)) -+ Lie(G) p reserves the weight space decomposition, a d we 
know that 4 P(@(A)),,i+ Lie(G),,? (1 < i < Z) are isomorphisms. It 
follows from (4.1 l(c)) that he set of all ~1 E @ for which & P(%(A)), -+ 
Lie(G), is an isomorphism are W-stable. Hence the set should be the whole 
@ since it contains a,,..., al.Hence the injectivity of 7 on P(%(A)*) follows 
from (4.10). Q.E.D. 
@(A) is a by(T)-module hyperalgebra since it is a T-module hyperalgebra. 
Hence we have the semidirect product hyperalgebra g(A) .S by(T). 
- - 
4.13 THEOREM. The hyperalgebra m p 4: %(A)-+ by(G) and the 
inclusion by(T)-+ by(G) give rise to a surjective hyperalgebra m p 
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7-c @(A> aS by(T) + by(G) whose Hopf kernel is the image of the ~ypera~geb~a 
map 
i: @(A)0 + 2C(A) ‘s by(T), i(c) = c C(i) . &T(c(,))): 
wirh the antipode S. 
c E @(A)O: 
Proo$ The map 7~ is a hyperalgebra map since $ commutes with the 
b~(~)-~ctio~ (4.11 (a)). It is surjective since by(G) = hy(U-) by(T) hy(U’ ) -- 
and @?(A )) = hy(U-) $(%Y’(A)~) hy(U+) (4.2( e identify %(A) and 
by(T) as subhyperalgebras of J = %(A) aS by(T). ve the tensor product 
decompositions 
b(G) = hy(U-) 0 b(T) 0 hy(U’B is, G=)lY 
S=g(A)- @J”@g(A)’ with Jo = F(A)” $3 by(T) (4.7(d)). 
The map TZ preserves the decomposition, and it gives isomorphisms on the 
(-) and (+) parts by (4.12). Therefore, the opf kernel is contained in9’. 
Since z: Jo + by(T) has a natural section, it is easy to verify that it 
kernel is the image of i. 
5. GENERATORS AND RELATIONS 
ere are the main theorems of the paper. 
5.1 THEOREM. Let G be a reductive algebraic group over an 
algebraically c osedJield k, let T be a maximal torus of G, let {aI ,.~., aI}be a 
base of the roots of G relative to T, and let (A;,..., A:} (r = dim T) i5e a base 
of the Z-module ;Y” of all homomorphisms 6,--f T. Express co-roots a:,..,, a; 
as L-linear combinatio~s~ 
a; = 2 cis/zi (Ci, E L, i = I,..., 1).
s=l 
The hyperalgebra y(G) is the algebra generated bysymbols {Kz”), Xjn), 
,I”: /I < s < r, 1 ,< i < 1, n= 0, l,...} subject tothe reiations: 
(SO) fp = $0” = go’ = 1 for all s, i. 
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(S2) Xi(t) X,(u) = Xi(t + u), Y,(t) Y,(u) = Yi(t + u) for all i, 
Xi(t) Yj(U) = Yj(U) Xi(t) if i # j, 
xi(t) Yi(U) = Yi in) Hi(tu) Xi (~) with 
Hi(tU) = fj Ks(tU)C’S for all i, 
S=l 
(S3) K,(t) X,(u) K,(t) - l = Xi( 1 + t)(+%), 
K,(t) Y,(u)K,(t)-’ = Y,((l + t)-(“+%) for all s, i. 
Relations (S 1E(S3) are indentities in hy(G)[ t, u]]. 
(S$) ad(X~“))(Xjm)) = c (-l)~Xf’)X~“)X~~) = 0 
ptq=n 
zfn > -mA, for i # j, 
(Sly) ad(Yjn))(yjm)) = c (-l)qy@)yjm)y~q) = 0 
p+q=n 
ifn > +A, for i # j, 
where A, = Ci= 1 ci,(A:, CX~), 
ProoJ: The base {A;,..., A:} for 2”’ determines an isomorphism 
P”: ,..a> A;): Gh + T, 
which induces an isomorphism ofhyperalgebras 
hy@; ,...> A;): hy(G,) @ ..* @ hy(G,) (r copies) + by(T). 
Let Kr) be the image of HCn) by the hyp eralgebra m p hy(Aa. It follows 
from the identity in T 
/ 
G(g)= ir (Ug)P (g E Gm) 
s=1 
that we have 
f&(t) = h K,(t)c’” in bV)[[tll. 
S=l 
With the notation f(4.13), the hyperalgebra y(G) is the quotient algebra 
of the semidirect product %(A) IS by(T) by the ideal generated by i(c) for all 
c in %(A)’ with E(C) = 0. The image of Hi(t) by the algebra m p induced by 
i is H,(t) .H,i(t)-’ for 1 < i < 1. Hence we have only to identify H,(t) with 
H,i(t), orthe above product, oobtain the quotient algebra by(G) from the 
semidirect product %(A) .S by(T). This proves the claim. Q.E.D. 
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The reductive group G is simply connected sem~simpie f{a:,-, a;} is a 
base for F 12, p. 189; 3, p. 2041. We have immediately the following presen- 
tation for the hyperalgebra of a semisimple simply connected group. 
5.2 COROLLARY. Let G be a simply connected semisim~le algebraic 
group over aa algebraically closed field k. Assume G corresponds toa 
Cartan matrix A = (A,), 1< i, j< 1. The hyperalgebra y(G) is the aEg&a 
generated bysymbols {Hi”‘, Xi”, r (’ Y!“) /1 < i < I, n = 0, iy.~.i subject tothe 
relations: 
j”’ = xv zz yp = 1 for all i, 
i(t) Hi(I) = Hi(t + u + tu) for ali , 
Hi(t) H@) = Hj(u) Hi(t) for all i, j, 
(S2) xi(t) X,(u) = X,(t + u), Y,(t) Y,(u) = Yi(t i u) for all i, 
x,(t) Yi(U) = Yi (&) Hi(tu> xi(& 
xi(t) Yj(U) = Yj(U) xi(t) if i f j, 
P3) i(t) X,(U) Hi(t)- ’ = Xj(( 1+ t)A”U), 
Jt> yj(u) H,(t)-’ = Y,((l + t)-Aijzl) for all i,j, 
(S$) ad(Xjn))(Xjm)) = c (-l)qXy)Xjm)#9) = 0 
p+q=n 
if n > +A, for if j: 
(S,) ad(y~n))(yj~~) = 2 (-l)qqyy~q) = 0 
p+9=n 
&f n> -mA, for if j, 
where we put 
Hi(t) = ‘f PHI”‘, xi(t) = f tnxy, yi(t) = f t”Yj”) 
n=o n=O ll:O 
in hy(G)[[t]]. Therelations (S1)-(S3) are identities in hy(G)[ t, u]]~ 
5.3 CQROLLARY (cf. Serre’s theorem [ 1, p. 991). Let G be a semisim~~e 
algebraic group over an algebraically c osed field of characteristic zero. 
Assume G corresponds to a Cartan matrix A = (AA,), 1 < i, j < 1. The Lie 
algebra Lie(G) is the Lie algebra generated by 31 elements 
{hi, xi, yi / 1 < i < I}, subject tothe relatiorts: 
(Sl) [hi, hj] = 0 for all i, j, 
(S2) [xi, yi] = hi for all i, 
Ixi, Yj] = O if i # j, 
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(S3) [h,,Xj] =AijXj, [hi, uj] =-Aijvj for all i, j, 
(S$) (ad x~)~-‘~(_x~) = 0 for all i # j, 
(S,) (ad ~J-““(yj) = 0 for all i # j. 
ProoJ: There is a simply connected semisimple algebraic group G’ such 
that by(G) N hy(G’) by [7, (2.2), p. 266 and (2.3), p. 2671. Hence we may 
assume G is simply connected. Let L be the Lie algebra determined by the 
above generators and relations. It is easy to verify that there is an 
isomorphism of hyperalgebras between U(L) (the universal enveloping 
algebra of L) and by(G) such that h,(h, - 1) ..a (hi -n + 1)/n! (resp. 
(xi>“/nl, resp. (y,)“/n!) corresponds to HI”’ (resp. Xin), resp. Yj”)) for all 
l,<i<Z, n=O,l,.... This induces an isomorphism of the Lie algebras of 
primitive elements L 1: Lie(G). Q.E.D. 
In this sense, Corollary 5.2 may be considered a generalization of Serre’s 
theorem to any characteristic. 
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